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URE 3 129th,2023

⑰I Fundamental Concepts in Quantum Information

This Lecture Measurements in different basis &
Global vs Relative Phase

-

Elitzur-Vaidman Bomb Tester

unitary Transformations or Quantum
Gates

117

#Law1 Qubitcan be in superposition of107
0 11)

X

(
=x10) +B11) where 341437 =kx=1B=1 ->

147

-
n 1107

(i) c) Tel (5)

Hw2 (Standard) Measurementhas two outcomes
"low"or "I"

Born's rule if(44) =9107 +B11>
-

301) =projection of107 on14) =cos (angted/w 10& 147)

measurementoutcome
is "107"andsimilarly for "11)"

with prob. (al

& State "collapses"to 107

rise(In-class) (1) Whatis (21 in terms of$107, 1175 basis?

(2) What is 14X,41?

Newrementdet
basis [Ibo), 14243

(4) =a(bo) +B1b2>

Measurement outcome
is "Ibo)"andsimilarlyfor "lba)

with prob. 1912

State "collapes"to
(b0)

OLIC012

ple
1 +7 14x1t) =10 +(1)
·- state "collapses"to e

Measure in clos-
[1+), 1-37

can distinguish orthogonal states with probability1



OLIC012

"It)"w.p. Z or
"1-)"w.p.

107

11 -- state collapses to II?⑧ ->

++ Measure in

[17, 1-35 -> Hadamard basis

These example tell us the following:

If outcome inHadamard basis is determined, then outcome in standard basis is uniform
and vice versa

This is the "uncertaintyprinciple"

Revisit Fitter

pin II- wp. As no photon comes out

->=10)
#easure in

in112
[10,11] comes out

I =11) basis and

block 10)

What is the probability

I --E- that the photon comes out?

Measure in

Phasel Eithe
114

114>

-160 Is there a difference between 144 and -14)?h

-
14 No measurement can distinguishthem

For any basis Elbo), 1b,] in which we measure

14) =alboh +Blb) so probofoutcomes is identical

- (x) =-x(b) - B(b1)

In general, for any AEIR

-
Global phase

143) andeiE14)
cannot be distinguished



Relative phase

LivePhase Are H =

10) +(7) andIt =E10)(1) the same?

No! Theycanbe distinguished w/prob 1 since theyare orthogonal

#zur-VaBombeter

Suppose you are given a boxwhich can be in one of two states

Ad OR Bob fuse attacked to "se"filter

↑ -
->

W -
Nothinghappens Photon measured ina.

basis & bomb explodes if117

is measured ow photon comes out

How canyou testwhich boxyou are given?

There is nothingyou can do with "classical"strategies:
sendin 10) ->no information
send in11) -explodes

Let's try "quantum strategies":
· sendin It

· measure in [17, 1-73 basis

Dud:read it always

Bomb:It measuredin 910), 1173 basis

w.p.*2 112 -> explosion

w.p. 42 10) -> It) w.p. 4/2

1-> .p. *2
-ifyou see this, you know it's a bomb

⑭mary:Ifthere is abomb, 50% chance of exploding
25% no explosion & detectbond

25% inconclusive

Later we will see how to improve it to 50% chance ofdetectingthe bonk



Measurement gives us classical information andcollapses the state

For quantum computing, we also need to be able to transform quantum states

Consider a qubit with real amplitudes E
* Forany t, one can build aphysical

device that "rotates its state by 0
"

E.g.by passingphoton through a slab whose lengthdepends onO

or byshootinglaser at an electron for time that depends on t

The linear transformation that rotates by 0 is given bythe matrix

Ro=(j) Same operationworks

for complexamplitudes
↳>where 117 goesinere

(0) =10 gues
also

Eg. 0 =45 Rus= (El icei
can simulate measurementin any basiswithRotation operations and standard measurements

14P>

I I (L)

· Pass (4) through R.O
Yo IL) ->107

1) -> (1)

· Standard Measurement

"Yo)" means measured "(u)"

"(1)"means measured"(v)"

· Apply Ro to the collapsedstate
10) -> (u)

11) -157

#AST can also build a physical device that implements areflection

Eg. if state was (5) a reflection thin 450

BE state becomes (al
The correspondingmatrixis L 0 1I NOT

10 gate

10) -(1)

11) -107



E

...

s sends 10) -> 1t7 Matrix (*] Hacamar11) ->1- 7

-

Eg. (with complexamplitudes) Phase shift operation

S = 18:I ·(i) ()
valid qubit state

Since 1c+liB=(a+1B=1

#CTAn algorithm for Elitzur.Vaidman puzzle with small
error

& move


